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Abstract: From the 21st century to the present(2021), a worldwide awareness that cities’ development
must be based on projects for socio-economic growth and environmental protection is increasing.
World governmental agencies and the European Union have suggested action strategies for the
construction of «prototype cities» whose value must be founded on the inclusion and/or preservation
of anthropic-natural elements and their effects on territories. In order to minimize the theoretical–
practical gap between planning and project design with a view to sustainable development and the
evaluation of their performance from economic, social and environmental points of view, the present
contribution aims to outline a framework useful for systematizing the main scientific contributions
concerning sustainability and the evaluation of urban transformation projects. The objective is
pursued by analyzing bibliographic references with specific regard to the use of logical-operative
methodologies used to rationalize the processes of interventions’ evaluation and selection. The task
of examining the available literature is carried out with an investigation protocol of four sequential
steps. From the implementation of the last one, the evidence expressing the heterogeneity of the
examples in the literature is described. Accordingly, the theoretical-methodological framework for
the project evaluation from an urban sustainability perspective is illustrated.
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The phenomena of rapid climate change, uncontrolled cities’ growth, migration and
population density in highly urbanized areas have resulted in the impoverishment of
the existing natural and built environment [1]. Urbanization, expansion and irregular
transformation of built provided spaces have replaced agricultural, natural or semi-natural
surfaces [2]. This has impacted the environmental, social and economic quality of territories [3]. Even the use of planning tools to support settlement models characterized by high
land consumption and design logics based on conforming to dimensional and technical
standards has produced territorial portions with inconsistent morphological, environmental, functional, productive and socio-cultural features. As specified in Privitera (2016), “(...)
the processes of metropolization and urban dispersion, favored by low-density settlement
models and high land consumption, have caused the loss of most of the semi-natural areas,
determining a general decrease (...) in the quality of urban ecosystems”. As a consequence,
“(...) areas (...) with different values of ecological integrity, with different levels of proximity
and intermingling with infrastructures or settlements, on which often incoherent urban
planning forecasts, conditioning urban rents, uncontrollable densities and demographic
dynamics have been created” [4].
In a scenario of this kind, there is an essential requirement to operate, especially
in highly anthropic areas, by taking into account economic, social and environmental
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inequalities that characterize the same urban ecosystem, and thus to implement actions
that encourage both economic growth and the protection of existing natural and environmental resources, as well as the protection of the citizens’ well-being and psycho-physical
health [5,6] (in other words, actions capable of promoting sustainable development and
integrated city growth).
From the second half of the 20th century onwards, international and European institutions proposed guidelines with specific regard to urban sustainability. In 1987, the
World Commission on Environment and Development suggested “(...) sustainable urban development should ensure that the needs of present generations are met without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [7]. In 1991, the
World Conservation Union stated that “for urban development to be sustainable, it must
ensure an improvement in the quality of life, without exceeding the carrying capacity of
the underlying urban ecosystems” [8].
In some European countries, such as Finland and Belgium, actions to safeguard
existing natural capital are implemented as strategic resource for sustainable city development [9]. This is also in response to the programmatic provisions of the Thematic Strategy
for the Urban Environment [10] and is at the basis of some European Concerted Research
Actions, such as the COST Action E12 (2005) “Urban Forests and Trees” [11] and the COST
Action E39 (2006) “Forests, Trees and Human Health and Well-Being” [12].
In 2007, with the Leipzig Charter on Sustainable European Cities and Towns, the
European Commission defined the set sustainable goals to be pursued in the European
member states with specific measures aimed at revitalizing cities by acting not only on
the built environment but also on society, the economy, culture and the environment [13].
In 2015, the United Nations (UN) approved the Global Agenda for Sustainable Development, which defined 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that member states
agreed to pursue by 2030. Among them, the SDG 11 aimed at “(...) making cities and
human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable by improving the quality of
the environment and safeguarding the natural, cultural and social capital of the city” [14],
which is of particular interest for urban regeneration actions. To date, the European Green
New Deal strategy is guiding the development policies of the member states towards the
goals of ecological transition and the de-carbonization of cities with measures aimed at
making energy production more sustainable and improving citizens’ lifestyles.
2. Literature Review
The focus on sustainability issues in the urban context has generated a growing number of publications in the literature characterized by innovative use of multiple, and often
integrated, methods and tools to support the pursuit of economic, social and environmental growth objectives in cities. In some references, for the purpose of an easier and
more immediate implementation of sustainability at urban and territorial scales, thematic
maps have been produced, including assessment techniques, geo-spatial analysis tools and
methodologies based on the use of performance indicators linked to the 2030 Agenda. The
definition and use of thematic maps for evaluation practices’ realization in the name of the
transparency and formulation of effective and rational judgments is found to have been
activity carried out in support of real estate valuations [15–17]; an analysis of the effects
of urban transformation interventions on real estate values [18]; investments risk assessment [19,20]; auditing of the civil and environmental engineering constructions financial
feasibility [21]; soil sealing [22]; urban sprawl detection and monitoring actions [23,24];
and complex decision-making systems based on multiple judgement criteria of various
kinds [25].
In other literary studies, however, more than the use of maps and spatial information
systems, one also finds the definition and application of composite indicators, i.e., indices,
for measuring the overall level of sustainable well-being representative of the urban
quality in the city. These indices reflect not only the productive capacity of places (generally
expressed through the macro-economic indicator of gross domestic product (GDP)), but also
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take into account the specific urban ecosystem features (e.g., the amount of green space) and
the existing socio-cultural system. In general, these are evaluation parameters used in urban
economic-environmental analyses. Among the best-known indices in the literature there
are the Ecological Footprint [26], Environmental Sustainability Index [27], Environmental
Performance Index [28], European Green Cities Index [29], Genuine Savings [30], Human
Development Index [31], Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare [32], Genuine Progress
Indicator [33] and Well Being Index [34]. The main fields of use for these indices are in two
main research areas. The first one checks atmosphere, water, soil and energy systems in
relation to the components at the scale of city, province, region and state [35]. The second
one examines the development policies of territorial contexts (urban, transport, tourism,
and cultural policies) for monitoring their effects and resilience over time [36–38].
In order to minimize the theoretical–practical gap between the planning and design
of sustainable development interventions and the assessment of the performance of each
intervention from economic, social and environmental points of view, i.e., according to
the dimensions of sustainability, this paper intends to outline a framework useful for
systematizing the main scientific contributions concerning sustainable development and its
achievement in an urban context. The objective is pursued by analyzing the bibliographic
references with specific regard to the use of logical-operative methodologies with which to
rationalize the evaluation and selection of interventions processes to be implemented considering economic, social and environmental targets. The proposed bibliographic survey
pursues the multiple objectives of providing the state of the art (i) on the main scientific
contributions regarding sustainability and economic evaluation of urban interventions; and
(ii) on the evaluation methodologies and tools implemented to measure the performance
characteristics of urban projects in sustainable way. The process of collecting, cataloguing
and examining the existing literature is made according to an appropriate investigation
protocol that consists of sequential steps. From the implementation of the proposed protocol, the evidence expressing the heterogeneity of the examples in literature is described.
Accordingly, a theoretical-methodological framework for the evaluation and selection
of interventions from an urban sustainability perspective is defined. The last one will
express logical and operative actions to support a preliminary sustainable assessment for
projects management in urban contexts. On the basis of it, the novelty of the current review
is placed. In an attempt to reduce the possible gap between experience-based research
and practical requirements related to urban project assessment, the systematic analysis of
existing literature provides theoretical, methodological and operative support to public
and private operators in the act of evaluating initiatives, in accordance with their financial interests and in compliance with economic, social and environmental sustainability
principles as declared in the Agenda 2030.
The paper is structured in the following sections. Section 3 (Method) illustrates the
steps underlying the survey methodology implemented for the search and consultation
of existing literature. In Section 4 (Application), the proposed survey protocol is implemented to a bibliographic analysis on the sustainability. In Section 5 (Discussion), the main
methodological and logical-operational evidence of the scientific contributions collected
from the literature at the basis of the theoretical assessment framework for sustainable
urban projects is illustrated. Finally, in Section 6 (Conclusions) the conclusions of the
research are presented.
3. Method
The methodological approach for the investigation of the existing literature is aimed
at identifying, classifying and examining the most reliable, relevant, up-to-date papers
on urban design and the implementation of evaluation models to support the urban
interventions of economic, social and environmental sustainability.
The investigation phase of existing literature is developed with a proposed scoping
review protocol. It is constituted by four main steps. The definition of these steps is inspired
by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
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Statement available at http://prisma-statement.org/ (accessed on 3 January 2021). This
is a document that consists of a 27-item checklist and a flow-diagram, and aims to guide
authors in the development of a systematic review protocol.
The steps of the proposed scoping review protocol are as follows:
Step 1. Construction of the study meta-sample by search queries in most frequently used
research tools by the scientific community for bibliographic searches (e.g., Scopus,
Web of Science);
Step 2. Studies selection browsing the abstract and keywords of the collected papers;
Step 3. Studies clustering according to the sustainable dimensions;
Step 4. Studies classification on the basis of evaluation methodology and tools implemented
in the corresponding case-studies.
Below the description of each 4 step is reported.
3.1. Step 1: Construction of the Study Meta-Sample with Search Queries in Internet Browsers
The survey on the existing bibliography is carried out by search queries implemented
with the Elsevier Scopus tool. It can be used freely after registering on the corresponding
website https://www.scopus.com (accessed on 7 January 2021). The search of the bibliographic references to be examined is made with key-words typed in the TITLE-ABS-KEY
box on Scopus web-site. With this box it is possible to search title, abstract and keywords of
the scientific contributions published in international journals but not listed in the Scopus
information catalogue. By consulting the Scopus database, the starting meta-sample of the
study is identified.
3.2. Step 2: Studies Selection
In order to shorten the meta-sample size in terms of the articles number extracted by
Scopus search tool and to identify which of the collected contributions may be of greater
scientific significance with respect to the objective underlying the proposed review, the
scientific works included in the meta-set are evaluated qualitatively. Each paper and
its journal are assessed with bibliometric quality indicators (I). The use of appropriate
parameters allows one to make judgments on the scientific contribution value and its
impact on the scientific production after the publication date by the journal of affiliation.
The evaluation matrix of the scientific quality performance of the starting metasample is realized. A composite quality indicator (CQI) from the combination of the
indicator values at the i-th bibliographic reference is defined. The CQI index of the i-th
work is measured by summing each indicator value normalized in the range (0–1). The
normalization process is carried out by relating the value of the i-th quality indicator I to the
maximum value of the corresponding numerical series referring to the i-th bibliographic
reference. According to the numerical significance of the CQI index, a decreasing list of the
analysis elements is drawn up in terms of scientific relevance.
The identification phase of the scientifically relevant contributions is carried out by
comparing the list constructed according to the CQI index with the priority scale proposed
by Saaty (1980). The latter is characterized by the identification of increasing numerical
values, which is useful to heuristically identify the absolute and relative importance among
typologically similar elements. In this case, Saaty’s scale is used to identify scientifically
relevant publications on urban sustainability. According to Saaty’s numerical scale, four
ranges are identified (1–3), (3–5), (5–7) and (7–9). Normalizing the extremes of each range
with the maximum value in Saaty’s scale, the following ranges are obtained: (0.1–0.3), (0.3–
0.5), (0.5–0.7) and (0.7–1.0). Each of the four ranges of normalized extremes is associated
with a different relevance degree. Table 1 illustrates the degrees of scientific relevance
proposed for each of the sub-ranges of numerical definition normalized by Saaty’s scale.
The relevance degrees are expressed in terms of qualitative judgments (“little relevant”,
“sufficiently relevant”, “very relevant” and “absolutely relevant”). The value ranges in
Table 1 are listed in ascending order.
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Table 1. Relevance levels and corresponding values range.
Values Range

Scientific Relevance Degrees

0.1–0.3
0.3–0.5
0.5–0.7
0.7–1.0

Little relevant
Sufficiently relevant
Very relevant
Absolutely relevant

According to the indications of Table 1 and the CQI index for i-th contribution, the
corresponding scientific relevance degree is identified. So, the real study sample as a basis
for the subsequent analyses is defined.
3.3. Step 2: Studies Clustering
The output of Step 2 is a preliminary requirement for the cataloguing of articles
according to the sustainability aspect (of environmental, economic and social type) most
highly evaluated in the i-th study.
The identification of the sustainability type most frequently observed in each of the
publications identified after Step 2 is regulated by the use frequency of the keyword
“sustainability” with the attributes representing its dimensions (“economic”, “social” and
“environmental”). The estimation of the keyword frequency is made comparing the times
in which the combination of words “economic AND/OR social AND/OR environmental
sustainability” is reiterated in the work text.
Three clusters are defined according to the type of sustainability that characterizes the
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from the sustainable development perspective.
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3.4. Step 4: Studies Classification
Having identified the spatially independent sub-units into which the bibliographic
references according to the prevailing sustainability dimension will be included, the works
of each domain are classified. Specifically, an information matrix is constructed, in which
each reference article is evaluated in terms of (i) specific objective of urban sustainability,
(ii) methodology, (iii) tool and (iv) aspects of sustainability explored by the authors in their
contribution. The collection of these information types is preparatory to the discussion
phase (Section 4) on the main methods and tools used to evaluate urban projects from the
sustainable development perspective.
In the next section (Section 3), the results of the implementation of each of the described
steps are illustrated.
4. Application
4.1. Step 1: Construction of the Study Meta-Sample through Search Queries in Internet Browsers
The construction of the meta sample is carried out with the Scopus search tool, which
can be accessed by the corresponding website (accessed on 7 January 2021). In the TITLEABS-KEY box, 6 Key-Words (KW) are textually included: (KW1) “sustainability”, (KW2)
“urban”, (KW3) “renewal” OR “requalification”, (KW4) “econom*”, (KW5) “models” OR
“model” and (KW6) “evaluation” AND/OR “appraisal”. Boolean operators (AND-OR)
are used to express, respectively, the contemporaneity and surrogacy between some of the
key-words considered. The years 2010 to 2020 are the reference time range for the analysis
of the existing literature.
Figure 2 shows graphically the result of the bibliographic research obtained through
the Scopus search tool. Specifically, the absolute value of the documents is deduced by
inserting KW1 in the TITLE-ABS-KEY box of Scopus and progressively adding7to
Sustainability 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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to the
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16 papers
with
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the point
of view
of quality
Among the quality indicators, the following are taken into account: (i) the citation
and impact that the single contribution has scientifically according to the affiliation journal.
index (CI) of the i-th paper; (ii) the Scimago Journal Rank (SJR), and (iii) the Source
Among the quality indicators, the following are taken into account: (i) the citation
Normalized Impact per Paper (SNPI) of the reference journal. These metrics are taken
index (CI) of the i-th paper; (ii) the Scimago Journal Rank (SJR), and (iii) the Source Norfrom the Scopus information system. As reported on the Elsevier website at https://www.
malized Impact per Paper (SNPI) of the reference journal. These metrics are taken from
elsevier.com (accessed on 7 January 2021) in authors’ instruction sector, the (i) is an index
the Scopus information system. As reported on the Elsevier website at https://www.elseof citations among publications, and it allows the user to easily establish which one is more
vier.com (accessed on 7 January 2021) in authors’ instruction sector, the (i) is an index of
citations among publications, and it allows the user to easily establish which one is more
cited than another; the (ii) measures the scientific influence degree of academic journals;
and the (iii) accounts for field-specific differences in citation practices.
Table 2 shows the evaluation matrix of the scientific quality performance of the starting meta-sample of 16 articles. In addition to the quality indicators considered for each
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cited than another; the (ii) measures the scientific influence degree of academic journals;
and the (iii) accounts for field-specific differences in citation practices.
Table 2 shows the evaluation matrix of the scientific quality performance of the starting
meta-sample of 16 articles. In addition to the quality indicators considered for each paper
of the meta-sample, the year of publication and the journal in which it is published are
reported. In Table 3, the composite quality indicator (CQI) index of the i-th paper is
computed from the combination of the normalized indicator values in the interval (0–1).
Table 2. Assessment matrix.
Document Title

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Sustainability of urban regeneration projects: novel selection
model based on analytic network process and zero-one goal
programming
Policy Framework and Mechanism of Life Cycle Management of
Industrial Land (LCMIL) in China
Dynamics of three-dimensional ecological footprint of Zhejiang
coastal zone and its influencing factors based on GTWR model
Identification and evaluation of the renewal of industrial land in
master planning: the case of Lijia, China
Privately owned public spaces and regeneration of contexts of
value
Inheritance or variation? Spatial regeneration and acculturation
via implantation of cultural and creative industries in Beijing’s
traditional compounds
The sustainability of urban renewal projects: a model for
economic multi-criteria analysis

Year

Source

CI

SJR
(2019)

SNPI
(2019)

2020

Land Use Policy

0

1.479

1.717

2020

Land Use Policy

0

1.479

1.717

2020

Ying yong sheng tai xue
bao = The Journal of
Applied Ecology

0

0.292

0.385

2020

Open House International

2

0.149

0.21

2020

Journal of Engineering and
Applied Science

0

0.101

0.032

2020

Habitat International

0

1.543

2.02

59

0.483

1.505

2

0.144

0.349

0

0.119

0.362

2017

8

Type classification of rural settlements and its consolidation
models based on the coupling of system factor characteristics

2016

9

Renewing bus fleet into diesel plug-in hybrid electric vehicles:
Environmental implications in a medium-size city in Italy

2015

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Ecological network analysis for economic systems: growth and
development and implications for sustainable development
A financial appraisal of business improvement districts in the
UK
Integrated modelling for sustainability appraisal ofurban river
corridors: going beyond compartmentalised thinking
Locally based development tools for identifying opportunities
and evaluating port area strategies of Rijeka
Strategic vision of a Euro-Mediterranean port city: A case study
of palermo
Scenario analysis for sustainable development of Chongming
Island: water resources sustainability
Monitoring trends of urban development and environmental
impact of Beijing, 1999–2006

Journal of Property
Investment and Finance
Beijing Daxue Xuebao
(Ziran Kexue Ban)/Acta
Scientiarum Naturalium
Universitatis Pekinensis
WSEAS Transactions on
Environment and
Development

2014

PLoS ONE

44

1.023

1.205

2014

Environment and Planning
C: Government and Policy

3

0.998

1.573

2013

Water Research

10

2.932

2.542

2

0.581

1.165

11

0.581

1.165

34

1.661

1.977

65

1.661

1.977

2013
2013
2012
2011

Sustainability
(Switzerland)
Sustainability
(Switzerland)
Science of the Total
Environment
Science of the Total
Environment
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Table 3. Standardized assessment matrix.
Document Title

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8

Sustainability of urban regeneration projects: novel
selection model based on analytic network process and
zero-one goal programming
Policy Framework and Mechanism of Life Cycle
Management of Industrial Land (LCMIL) in China
Dynamics of three-dimensional ecological footprint of
Zhejiang coastal zone and its influencing factors based
on GTWR model
Identification and evaluation of the renewal of
industrial land in master planning: the case of Lijia,
China
Privately owned public spaces and regeneration of
contexts of value
Inheritance or variation? Spatial regeneration and
acculturation via implantation of cultural and creative
industries in Beijing’s traditional compounds
The sustainability of urban renewal projects: a model
for economic multi-criteria analysis
Type classification of rural settlements and its
consolidation models based on the coupling of system
factor characteristics

Renewing bus fleet into diesel plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles: environmental implications in a medium-size
city in Italy
Ecological network analysis for economic systems:
10
Growth and development and implications for
sustainable development
9

11

12

13
14
15
16

A financial appraisal of business improvement districts
in the UK
Integrated modelling for sustainability appraisal
ofurban river corridors: going beyond
compartmentalised thinking
Locally based development-tools for identifying
opportunities and evaluating port area strategies of
Rijeka
Strategic vision of a Euro-Mediterranean port city: a
case study of Palermo
Scenario analysis for sustainable development of
Chongming Island: water resources sustainability
Monitoring trends of urban development and
environmental impact of Beijing, 1999–2006

Year

Source

CI

SJR
(2019)

SNPI
(2019)

CQI

2020

Land Use Policy

0.000

0.504

0.675

1.180

2020

Land Use Policy

0.000

0.504

0.675

1.180

2020

Ying yong sheng tai xue
bao = The journal of
applied ecology

0.000

0.100

0.151

0.251

2020

Open House
International

0.031

0.051

0.083

0.164

2020

Journal of Engineering
and Applied Science

0.000

0.034

0.013

0.047

2020

Habitat International

0.000

0.526

0.795

1.321

0.908

0.165

0.592

1.664

0.031

0.049

0.137

0.217

0.000

0.041

0.142

0.183

2017

2016

2015

Journal of Property
Investment and Finance
Beijing Daxue Xuebao
(Ziran Kexue Ban)/Acta
Scientiarum Naturalium
Universitatis Pekinensis
WSEAS Transactions for
Environment and
Development

2014

PLoS ONE

0.677

0.349

0.474

1.500

2014

Environment and
Planning C:
Government and Policy

0.046

0.340

0.619

1.005

2013

Water Research

0.154

1.000

1.000

2.154

2013

Sustainability
(Switzerland)

0.031

0.198

0.458

0.687

0.169

0.198

0.458

0.826

0.523

0.567

0.778

1.867

1.000

0.567

0.778

2.344

2013
2012
2011

Sustainability
(Switzerland)
Science of the Total
Environment
Science of the Total
Environment

By combining the CQI index for each article with the range of values summarized in
Table 1, the most significant papers were selected. The bibliographic references with a CQI
index higher than 0.50 were chosen as the basis for the subsequent analyses. Table 4 shows
the eight highly relevant papers, i.e., with a normalized CQI of more than 0.50 in the range
(0–1).
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Table 4. Identification of the effective test sample.
Document Title
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sustainability of urban regeneration projects: novel selection model based on analytic network process and
zero-one goal programming
Policy Framework and Mechanism of Life Cycle Management of Industrial Land (LCMIL) in China
Dynamics of three-dimensional ecological footprint of Zhejiang coastal zone and its influencing factors
based on GTWR model
Identification and evaluation of the renewal of industrial land in master planning: the case of Lijia, China
Privately owned public spaces and regeneration of contexts of value
Inheritance or variation? Spatial regeneration and acculturation via implantation of cultural and creative
industries in Beijing’s traditional compounds
The sustainability of urban renewal projects: a model for economic multi-criteria analysis
Type classification of rural settlements and its consolidation models based on the coupling of system factor
characteristics

CQI

CQI
(0–1)

1.180

1.000

1.180

0.919

0.251

0.797

0.164
0.047

0.710
0.640

1.321

0.563

1.664

0.503

0.217

0.503

4.3. Step 3: Studies Clustering
The actual study sample is analyzed in its specific components. The absolute and
relative use frequency of the attributes “economic”, “environmental” and “social” in the
text body of articles with CQI higher than 0.50 are defined and reported in the following
Table 5.
Table 5. Absolute and relative frequencies matrix of the words “economic”, “environmental” and “social” in the eight
survey articles.
Document Title

Total No. of
Words

«Economic»

«Environmental»

«Social»

1

Monitoring trends of urban development and environmental
impact of Beijing, 1999–2006

10,365

38

80

6

0.37%

0.77%

0.06%

2

Integrated modelling for sustainability appraisal ofurban
river corridors: going beyond compartmentalised thinking

25

23

17

0.34%

0.32%

0.23%

3

Scenario analysis for sustainable development of Chongming
Island: water resources sustainability

13

20

3

0.27%

0.42%

0.06%

4

The sustainability of urban renewal projects: a model for
economic multi-criteria analysis

11

9

15

0.21%

0.17%

0.29%

5

Ecological network analysis for economic systems: growth
and development and implications for sustainable
development

58

5

3

0.97%

0.09%

0.06%

6

Inheritance or variation? Spatial regeneration and
acculturation via implantation of cultural and creative
industries in Beijing’s traditional compounds

11

4

50

0.11%

0.04%

0.49%

7

Sustainability of urban regeneration projects: novel selection
model based on analytic network process and zero-one goal
programming

10

16

17

0.11%

0.18%

0.19%

8

Policy Framework and Mechanism of Life Cycle Management
of Industrial Land (LCMIL) in China

16

50

14

0.18%

0.55%

0.16%

7295

4766

5154

5410

10,115

8875

9022

Depending on the relative frequency of the adjectives under investigation, the location
of the eight papers in the sustainability tetrahedron is identified. The spatial coordinates of
each paper are represented by the relative frequencies expressed in percentages in Table 5.
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Operative Tools
Document Title
Work Aims
Evaluation Methods
Territorial
Analysis
ScaleCity Urban
Document
Evaluation
Operative
Work Aims
Emergy-based
Title
Methods
Tools
Territorial City Urban
To monitor the
Life Cost Analysis for
sustainability index
Monitoring trends of
negative effects on
supply-side
Life Cost
as aggregate
urban development
human well-being
environmental cost
measure of the
Analysis for
and environmental
and ecosystem
evaluation, including
•
economic benefit per
Emergy-based
supply-side
impact in Beijing,
integrity
in
the
ecological
service
supply
Monitoring To monitor the
unit of
sustainability
environment
1999–2006
urban development
and ecological
and
environmental
negative
effects
trends
of
system
economicallosses
indexloading
as
cost
on human
urban
aggregate
evaluation,
To explore the
Sustainability
Appraisal
well-being
and
development
benefit of an
of Network:
the
including
(SA): complex
task that measure
Bayesian
ecosystem
1 integrated
and modelling
economic
ecologicalof
Integrated modelling
involves integration
probabilistic
approach to SAintegrity
and
in the
environment
for sustainability
graphical
social, environmental
benefit
per model
unit that
service
how
a structured
urban
al
impact
in
appraisal ofurban
and economic
represents
a set of
of
supply and
integrated model can
development
Beijing,
river corridors:
considerations and often
variables and their
•
be used to provide a
environmental
ecological
Going beyond
requires
trade-offs
conditional
1999–2006
coherent,
consistentsystem
loading
and
compartmentalised
between multiple
dependencies
via a
and deliberative
thinking
stakeholders
that may
directed acyclic
economic
platform to assess
not easily be losses
brought to
graph
policy or planning
consensus
proposals To explore the Sustainabilit
Integrated
Bayesian

·

2

modelling
benefit of an y Appraisal
Network:
for
integrated
(SA):
probabilistic
2
sustainabilit
modelling complex task
graphical
y appraisal approach to SA that involves model that
ofurban river and how a integration of represents a set

·
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Table 7. Aims, methods, instruments and analysis scales of the eight survey articles.
Document Title

Work Aims

Evaluation Methods

Analysis Scale

Operative Tools

Territorial

City

Urban

3

Scenario analysis for
sustainable
development of
Chongming Island:
water resources
sustainability

Scenario analysis for
the water resource
management

Multi-objective
evaluation approach +
multi-level fuzzy logic

Fuzzy
comprehensive
evaluation indices

4

The sustainability of
urban renewal
projects: a model for
economic
multi-criteria
analysis

To define a model
for the optimal
allocation of scarce
resources with the
aim of promoting
the sustainable
development of the
territory

Multi-objective and
multi-criteria analysis +
linear programming
principles

Optimization model

The quantification of
growth and
development in
urban economy of
the city

Ecological network
analysis

System-level indices
to quantify the
growth and
development in
sustainble key

The evaluation of the
cultural impact of
the implantation of
new industries into
historic blocks

Cluster analysis +
Regression analysis +
questionnaires and
in-depth interviews +
space syntax

Linear regression
statistical tools

•

7

Sustainability of
urban regeneration
projects: novel
selection model
based on analytic
network process and
zero-one goal
programming

To define a
multi-criteria
evaluation model
capable of selecting
the projects that
must make up an
integrated urban
regeneration
program

Multi-criteria analysis

Analytic newtork
process + zero-one
goal programming

•

8

Policy Framework
and Mechanism of
Life Cycle
Management of
Industrial Land
(LCMIL) in China

Improvement of
industrial land use
for sustainable
urbanization and
smart growth in
urban areas

Life cycle management
analysis

Life Cycle
Management of
Industrial Land
(LCMIL) model on
the basis of the “preplan-do-check-act”
standard

•

5

6

Ecological network
analysis for
economic systems:
growth and
development and
implications for
sustainable
development
Inheritance or
variation? Spatial
regeneration and
acculturation via
implantation of
cultural and creative
industries in
Beijing’s traditional
compounds

•

•

•

5. Discussion
The information in Table 7 provides useful references for the construction of a theoretical assessment framework for (i) the analysis, (ii) the evaluation and (iii) the consequent
choice of sustainable project initiatives. In light of the results obtained from the application
of the proposed survey protocol, it is possible to outline the support of this methodology
for the analysis, evaluation and choice of sustainable urban projects.
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5.1. Analysis
In the planning, design, implementation and management phases of any type of
project, both public and private, the need to analyze the design in a multidimensional
manner with respect to the factors that characterize the project’s life cycle stages is increasingly recognized. To this end, it is necessary to make use of extensive knowledge that
contributes to providing a specific character to the project by examining some of its aspects
according to the theoretical-methodological assumptions at the basis of the scientific sector
considered and in compliance with the principles of environmental, social and economic
sustainability [40]. The contamination and interconnection between multiple disciplines,
brought together by the unanimous attempt to pursue the objectives of sustainability, make
the system in which it operates highly complex and articulated in terms of subjects and
variety of knowledge involved and modus operandi classifiable as unique and generally
shared by the operating community.
The elaboration and implementation of methodologies and operational techniques capable of managing with greater accuracy the complexity of reality appears as a central issue
to be considered in correspondence of the phases that mark the life cycle of an intervention
and the evaluation of its levels of economic, social and environmental sustainability [41].
To acquire an appreciation of the features of design complexity, it is necessary to operate in a city through actions that are planned, designed and implemented with reference to
the life of the work conceived in a cyclic, consequential and integrated way [42,43]. The
adoption of the aspects of life cycle analysis, as well as those of ecological network analysis [44], offers the opportunity to identify the mutual relationships between the elements
characterizing the planning, design, construction, management during operation, and
possible decommissioning phases that connote the life cycle of a single initiative, and the
possibility to assess the adequacy of the solutions adopted with respect to the sustainability
objectives regarding the environmental and socio-economic reference context.
5.2. Evaluation
The use of appropriate evaluation methods and tools makes it possible to manage an
iterative process of control and assessment of the consistency between multidimensional
factors characterizing the performance of the project to be implemented in compliance
with the sustainability objectives to be pursued. A multiple number of methodological
approaches provide answers to different evaluation issues established according to the
intervention type and the data on the current frame of the territorial/urban context in
which the project operates. With a view to sustainable urban design, assessment methods,
such as multi-criteria methods useful for determining preferable and optimal design solutions while simultaneously considering sustainability clusters, provide the opportunity
to analyze and choose among the different possible design alternatives the one that best
satisfies the criteria, defined according to the assessment problem to be solved and the sustainability objective(s) to be achieved, and the one that performs most efficiently according
to the indicators that can measure, quantitatively and/or qualitatively, the levels of urban
sustainability after the design initiative [42].
However, the use of multi-criteria methodologies is associated with the operational
complexity of jointly considering multiple aspects of the project and the mutual relationships between them during the evaluation phase. The implementation of multi-dimensional
methods and techniques often requires a high number of elaborations and, at the same time,
the use of logical-operational mechanisms that are often difficult to structure. In order to
overcome these difficulties, the construction of evaluation models with an alpha-numeric
matrix takes into account the plurality of effects generated by a single project by structuring
relations of simple structuring between the problem elements to be solved.
5.3. Selection of Sustainable Urban Projects
The use of mathematical models makes evaluation a valuable operational support
for the management of complex decision-making systems. This is the case, for example,
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when selecting between alternative intervention programs/projects to be chosen in order
to pursue multiple and often conflicting objectives. In order to solve cases characterized
by such a level of complexity, both in terms of the interests involved and of the scarcity of
resources to be optimally managed, the use of integrated econometric models, which can be
structured, for example, in the terms of goal programming (GP), or through the joint use of
multi-criteria analysis tools (for example, the analytic network process), allows operators,
both public and private, to plan investment programs aimed at ensuring the economic,
social and environmental sustainability of the territory in a combined way [45,46].
With regard to GP, in the academic literature of the last decades there has been renewed interest in the development of operational research models, a branch of applied
mathematics that includes goal programming models, to solve complex and highly uncertain decision-making processes [47,48]. In particular, the need to obtain valuable solutions
for conflicting objectives, be they economic, environmental or social, has led to the identification of goal programming as one of the most widely used multi-criteria decision-making
techniques [49]. Several studies implemented goal programming for environmental objectives, e.g., to improve the management of public green spaces and for the control of natural
water quality [50–53]. Different authors have studied the advantages of goal programming for the selection of investments in territories, with reference to social welfare [54–56],
revitalization strategies of historical centers [57,58], allocation of public road funds [59],
sustainability of social housing initiatives [60], valorization of public buildings [61–63] and
urban renewal projects [45,64].
In recent times, there has been exponential growth of advanced analytics techniques
in the reference literature for advanced models capable of processing information collected
on trends, preferences, tastes, and social and commercial behaviors of the community,
expressed through judgments on the most widely used social networks (Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and so on) [65]. Social media are transparent crowdsourcing platforms [65–69],
i.e., heterogeneous data sources, whose effective interpretation, by means of so-called sentiment analysis procedures, can generate models with high predictive capacities regarding
changes in consumer preferences following unexpected shocks in the economic and social
systems (e.g., the subprime crisis and the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic). Recent studies
on advanced analytics techniques highlight the potential of these tools to define resilient
urban systems, i.e., systems capable of satisfying the demands of local communities and
containing the negative effects brought about by extreme stresses [70–77]. In fact, the analysis of static data, as opposed to a dynamic approach such as that of advanced analytics,
does not allow one to achieve resilient solutions that are able to ensure cities’ functionality
even in unusual conditions [78–86]. The implementation of advanced sentiment analysis
models, based on an ongoing monitoring and updating of implementation databases due
to community experiences and preferences, can allow for the definition of a holistic model
to deal with sudden economic shocks, to interact with the dynamics of urban systems and
to play a supporting role for future sustainable urban planning decisions [77,85,86].
6. Conclusions
In spite of the fact that sustainable development has been, and still is, an internationally recognized objective for a city’ s growth, there is a general operational difficulty in
implementing sustainability in concrete actions to be pursued and in criteria to be applied
in the evaluation of intervention programs (mid-level) and in urban transformation and
territorial growth projects (minimum-level). Especially in the choice of spatial development projects, there is a priority need to use decision support models that allow for (i)
specific knowledge of the context in which one intends to act; and (ii) the identification of
sustainable design solutions in economic, environmental and social terms. With regard to
the latter, the objectives of the United Nations 2030 Agenda, as expressed in the 17 SDGs,
and those of the recent European Green New Deal strategy, provide the main framework
for the elaboration of new urban planning and design proposals.
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The methodologies and tools of economic evaluation play a crucial role in the process
of formulating cost-effective judgments, for example, between alternative design choices,
taking into account the relationships existing among multiple aspects and the effects of
sustainability generated by the intervention in the reference context [87].
In the framework outlined, the present work aimed to offer an evaluative support,
through the definition and implementation of a methodology for the selection of scientific
contributions that, better than others, can be adopted for the pursuit of concrete objectives.
With reference to the issue of urban sustainability, the articles identified through the application of the methodology developed provide a binding cognitive framework for research
and the formulation of innovative logical-operational approaches, as a fundamental reference for an effective analysis and the evaluation and choice of the best performing and
most “sustainable” interventions on the territory.
Moreover, it should be noted that the methodology proposed and applied in this work
has allowed one to combine the theoretical-methodological contributions developed by
researchers operating in different sectors, in order to define a clear and systemic scientific
framework for potential public and private users. In this sense, the protocol defined,
articulated in four steps that can be easily followed for any practical objective, allows
one to adequately enhance the scientific activity of the researchers, where it expresses
the complementarity inherent in the ideas and the tools developed in the various papers
selected, which will be studied and applied by operators for the definition of effective
solutions according to the objective of interest. Of course, the multi-criteria process of
assessing the scientific relevance of contributions in the literature has some limitations.
These include (i) the collection and review of contributions extracted only from the Scopus
motor research; (ii) the use of a small number of scientific quality indicators as inclusion/exclusion criteria of the papers collected by Scopus; and (iii) the implementation of
clustering techniques of an empirical and non-logical-mathematical nature, as in the case
of the principal component analysis method. The illustrated limitations also provide an
opportunity to reflect on the possible research perspectives suggested by this research,
in order to apply the logical-operative evidence of the eight papers analyzed in real case
studies. This concrete application will allow one to supply operative indications to private
and public subjects for the sustainable management projects in urban contexts. Finally,
the trial use of innovative techniques, e.g., goal programming and advanced analytics, to
support the urban sustainable evaluation, in a separate or integrated manner, should be
further explored.
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